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(b. Clermont-Ferrand, France, 31 October 1890; d. Paris, France, 12 February 1962)
mathematics, mechanics.
The son and son-in-law of distinguished philosophers, Pérès entered the École Normale Supérieure in 1908, became agrégé in
mathematics in 1911, and was immediately awarded a scholarship to enable him to earn a doctorate. Introduced by Émile
Borel to Vito Volterra, he left for Italy to prepare his dissertation under the latter’s supervision. He defended the dissertation
Sur les fonctions permutables de Volterra in 1915, while teaching mathematiques speciales at the lycée of Montpellier. After
brief stays at the faculties of Toulouse and Strasbourg, he was from 1921 to 1932 professor of rational and applied mechanics
at Marseilles, where in 1930 he founded an institute of fluid mechanics. Called to the Sorbonne in 1932, he devoted his
scientific efforts primarily to developing the field of fluid mechanics. But his personal qualities led to his being burdened with
ever more numerous and demanding duties. He taught at all the grandes écoles and from 1954 to 1961 was dean of the Paris
Faculty of Sciences during a difficult time of expansion and profound transformatio. Moreover, he fulfilled extensive
responsibilities in several major national and international research organizations, notably the Centre National de la Recherche
Scientifique and the International Committee of Scientific Unions.
Pérès won Prizes from the Académie des Sciences in 1932, 1938, and 1940 and was elected a member in 1942. He was a
foreign member of the Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei, Accademia delle Scienze, and the National Academy of Sciences, as
well as an active member of the Academie Internationale d’Histoire des Sciences from 1948. Peres’s positions and honors
testify to his exceptionally fruitful life, devoted to the combination of teaching and research.
Volterra’s initial influence on Pérès and their warm thirty-year friendship account to a large degree for the course of Peres’s
research, which was at first oriented toward pure analysis and then toward mechanics. The events of his career simply
accentuated a development the outlines of which were determined at the outset.
Pérès’s results on integral equations extended those of Volterra, notably regarding composition products of permutable
functions with a given function and, later, the composition of functions of arbitrary order. These findings are now considered
classical, as is his theory of symbolic calculus, which is more general than Heaviside’s. Work of this type in analysis
harmonized with the needs of fluid mechanics. In the latter domain, which experienced great progress in France through
Peres’s efforts, his work was linked in large part to that of other researchers. Aiming at various applications, especially in
aeronautics, Pérés conducted studies on the dynamics of viscous fluids, on the theory of vortices, and on movements with slip
streams while refining the method of electrical analogies. In constructing his “wing calculator,” as well as analogous devices—
for measuring the pressure of lapping waves on jetties, for example—Peres remained in close contact with those testing the
equipment. To his scientific colleagues he remained a circumspect theorist, animator, and promoter.
At the beginning of his career Pérés obtained two results, now bearing his name, that are not connected with the fields
mentioned above. One concerned Levi-Civita parallelism (1919); the other, impact with friction (1924). In the second area he
achieved one of the last great successes of rational mechanics. The gift for theoretical speculation manifested in these
investigations remained the mainspring of his work and of his influence, and the fruitfulness of both is explained by his
openness to new ideas.
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